This work studies the distinctive features of political responsibility of regional deputies representing the interests of various electoral groups. The status of a regional parliament deputy in Russian regions is characterized in two ways. It is regulated not only by laws and ethical norms, but also by political guidelines. Regional deputies are held legally accountable for violating laws, and by straying from party or state guidelines, they risk being held politically accountable. This is why the object of study of this article is the negative consequences that regional deputies suffer as a result of the political practices in Russian regions. In 2016-2019, there was an expansion of legal grounds that affect termination of deputy duties. Deputies are frequently limited in their rights to address other participants of regional politics. In some cases, artificial barriers are created to interfere with the work of regional deputies. These limitations are political in nature, and thus have a vague definition in law. Because of that, the author pays special attention to the political norms that, if violated, result in special negative consequences for regional deputies, including their inability to perform their parliamentary duties.
Introduction
All Russian regions have their own regional partliaments. The operation of these legislative bodies is based on general democractic principles: laws and other resolutions are considered passed if a simple majority of deputies votes to support them. Regional parliaments are formed by holding elections among voters living in the specific Russian region. However, being elected to the parliament does not guarantee that the deputy will maintain their special political and legal status during their entire term at the local legislative body.
Deputies can be stripped of their mandate for two reasons:
-objective inability to participate in parliamentary activities (due to health, loss of citizenship, or legal incapacity); -subjective reasons, when the deputy is found guilty of a certain violation of law.
In most cases, deputies of regional parliaments are subject to legal liability. Such liability is specified in regional constitutions and codes passed in the Russian regions, as well as in special-purpose laws that determine a special procedure for prosecuting the liable deputy. For that reason, regional parliament members possess partial immunity. Federal Law No. 184-FZ of 1999 mandates the use of a special procedure if a regional deputy becomes subject to administrative or criminal liability. Furthermore, deputies are granted immunity that frees them from liability for statements and opinions. However, such immunity does not cover libel and public insults committed by a deputy.
In some cases, the liability of regional deputies is solely political. For that reason, such liability is applied for violating not only legal norms, but also political norms.
These specifics of the liability of deputies affected the direction of development of the political science. For a long time, the formal law method dominated in understanding political responsibility. Today, a deputy's responsibility has a larger meaning. It manifests in any negative measures applied against the guilty parliament member. If a deputy violates political norms, the liablity imposed on them is of a governance-related nature. For that reason, modern science differentiates political responsibility from other liability that regional deputies may be subject to.
Methods
The methodological basis consists in systematic and functional study of political responsibility. As a consequence, there are three main approaches to understanding it.
According to the first approach, political responsibility is a constitutionally defined set of negative measures against the governing subjects. Therefore the constitutional and legal liability of deputies is deemed identical to their political responsibility. Thus, the use of sanctions stated in constitutional law against these persons is recognized as cases of political responsibility.
The second approach reduces the political responsibility to merely administrative, legal and disciplinary measures. They are applied against deputies on the official state level. With this definition, if a deputy is stripped of their powers or these powers are significantly restricted, they experience the negative consequence of their 'wrong' behavior in the process of exercising their governance. Thus, for example, if a deputy is stripped of the right to speak during a parliamentary session, researchers treat it as political responsibility.
The third approach defines political responsibility as a complex institution, where a deputy is influenced by various negative measures to correct their future behavior. In that respect, a deputy may be subject to legal liability, including some disciplinary sanctions, as well as financial measures and nonlegal tools of influence (for instance, ignoring their communication, refusal to provide information, etc.).
The validity of the results of this study is based on the concept dominating in the literature that if an official is held liable, their political activity is being influenced. These manipulations prevent the development of a deputy's career. Therefore the limitation and stripping of powers of deputies are considered as part of political responsibility. This is evidenced by examples of political practices cited by the author in this article.
Results and Discussion
If a deputy is held politically responsible, the measures that can be taken against them are restricted by law. However, deputies in Russian regional parliaments are subject to a wider range of negative consequences when they are being held politically liable. In special literature, any action by a subject of power against a guilty person is called a "liability" or "responsibility". If such action is taken against a deputy who has violated certain norms and guidelines, this constitutes "political sanctions".
Russian regional law currently provides only two negative measures:
-disallowing the deputy to speak at a parliamentary session;
-early termination of the deputy's duties.
These measures are regulated by law, and therefore they are treated as cases of special legal liability for regional deputies. However, not all conditions for applying such sanctions are regulated by law. From that, we can conclude that regional deputies may be held politically liable in Tatarstan by a more "powerful" official.
This issue is also not settled in the parliaments of other Russian regions. For instance, under Paragraph 5, Article 15 of the Rules of the Legislative Assembly of the Krasnoyarsk Krai, any person can "preside" if they substitute for the absent Chairman of the parliament. For that reason, other officials are forbidden from restricting the right of deputies to speak in the parliament.
However, these Rules contain a wider provision permitting the use of this sanction. In the State Council of the Republic of Tatarstan, the guilty deputy first receives a "warning", and only then is stripped of the right to speak. In the Legislative Assembly of Krasnoyarsk Krai, a deputy may be stripped of that right without a prior warning. This penalty is used for "rude" and "offensive" phrases, and in cases when a deputy's speech causes "offense to the honor and dignity of citizens and officials". Deputies can also be stripped of that right for unfounded accusations against other persons. These grounds for political responsibility significantly reduce the freedom of speech in the parliament. This affects the right of deputies to freely speak and criticize decisions of the regional government and ministries.
Besides the legal options for punishing a deputy, Russian regions practice other, nonlegal measures of influence. They are not set in law, but are still used in regional political practice. This particularly includes limiting specific rights of deputies to contact other government bodies. If a deputy is in sharp opposition and actively criticizes officials and the government, artificial barriers can be imposed on him in his work.
For instance, in 2014-2019, a political conflict has been developing between the Legislative Assembly and the Government of the federal city of Sevastopol (such cities are treated as a separate region of the Russian Federation). In 2017, the Governor of Sevastopol filed an administrative lawsuit against the Chairman of the Legislative Assembly, but the court rejected that lawsuit. In response, in 2018-2019, the Government of Sevastopol stopped responding to queries from the municipal deputies. Deputies were also refused access to meetings of regional ministries. These sanctions are not envisioned in the law of Sevastopol, but are actively used in the developing conflict between the two branches.
In 2016, a similar conflict occurred between the Government of the Nizhny Novgorod Region and the newly elected regional parliament, the Legislative Assembly of the Nizhny Novgorod Region. The issue arose because of the election of a new Chairman of the parliament. Some regional ministries started refusing deputies' requests for information. Opposition deputies were unable to schedule appointments with officials and participate in public hearings of other government bodies. Mikhail Babich, the Plenipotentiary Representative of the President of the Russian Federation in the Volga Federal District, intervened in this situation. Therefore a candidate supported by the governor was appointed the Chairman of the Parliament of the Nizhny Novgorod Region.
In some Russian regions, the conflict between the governor and the parliament is of an ideological nature. For instance, in 2012, the Governor of Vladimir Region was Nikolay Vinogradov, a member of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation. Most seats in the regional parliament belonged to the United Russia party. As a result, regional deputies overrode the governor's veto on the laws they passed. In 2018, the governor elections in Vladimir Region were won by Vladimir Sipyagin, a member of the Liberal Democratic Party. Because of that, the regional parliament passed a number of laws that require the governor to get his deputies and officials of the regional government approved by the parliament. Such conflict between the two branches of power in Vladimir Region did not occur during the term of Svetlana Orlova, the former governor and member of United Russia.
A similar political conflict is developing today in the Republic of Khakasiya. In 2018, Valentin Konovalov, a member of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation, became the governor. Most seats at the Republic's parliament belong to United Russia. The speaker of Khakasiya's parliament complained that the governor and some regional ministers refuse to discuss some bills in the parliament. The deputies were supported by Sergey Menyaylo, the Plenipotentiary Representative of the President of the Russian Federation in the Siberian Federal District. For that reason, the deputies won their conflict with the government of the Republic of Khakasiya. However, this does not prevent the government from applying political sanctions against them by limiting their right to contact ministries and the government.
Summary
The examples of political responsibility of regional deputies listed in this article evidence the use of a combination of legal and nonlegal measures. Sanctions against parliament members may manifest in broad interpretation of the conditions for limiting the rights of deputies. Nonlegal measures are not defined in laws, but they are applied against deputies by more influential regional politicians. Therefore the political responsibility of deputies in Russian regions bears an informal character. As a result, a stronger government official imposes their political will on the parliament. Political guidelines are thus being implemented. However, political responsibility of regional deputies in Russia may replace lawful methods of political conflict.
Conclusions
Political responsibility of regional deputies in the Russian Federation is applied in two cases. As a rule, it is of a partial nature and is only applied against specific deputies if they maintain rhetoric that is in radical opposition to the government and the governor. However, in recent years, there is an increasing number of cases when political sanctions are being applied to regional deputies to suppress a conflict between the legislative and executive branches. In some Russian regions, such political responsibility of deputies has an ideological basis resulting from the conflict between competing political parties.
